Existence of port that was capture fisheries activity economic centre has very big roles in supporting capture fisheries development in northern coast of Central Java. Still many fishing port mainly fish landing place that the coqdition and management are very limited if compared to its fisheries progress so needs to expand. Considering the need of high cost investment to develop fishing port/fish landing place in a region, hence it is necessary to compose development priority which become aim of this research through analysis of potential carrying capacity existence. This research was done in survey method to fishing porVfish landing place which extent accross the northern coast of Central Java. This research toke priority analysis and development categorization fishing port/fish landing place using several criterion and indicators of its supporting development that is system and quality of data encode, aspirations from regional and national government, quality of human resources, conditions of road infrastructure to fishing porUfish landing place, condition of transportation facilities from and to fishing port/fish landing place, fishing port/fish landing place facilities and land extent (availibility). lt is termination that port priority that will expand are Pekalongan Archipelagic Fishing Port, Coastal Fishing Port Bajomulyo, Coastal Fishing Port Morodemak, Coastal Fishing Port Tawang, and Coastal Fishing Port Asemdoyong. Development of port facilities and activities on the fisheries ought to give attention to sanitation and also its hygienity in order to anticipate the international standard of fishing port.
INTRODUCTION
Capture activity in the waters which has undergone excessive catch, as it was in northern coast of Java Sea, necessited fisherman to fishing in further area as in Natuna Sea, South Waters of Kalimantan and Sulawesi lslands. lt is because of the declined of fish resources in the area which used to become fishing ground, hereupon need to be shifted to further area of fishing ground. With this farther fishing ground of fisherman in nothern coast of Java, therefore whole infrastructures and facilities which required to support the activities need to be developed, in other word the size of fishing fleet utilised need to enlarged and so the fishing port scale. Many fishing port/fish landing place were obstructed in utilization and development caused by the weaknesses of its supporting factor that is road infrastructure, transportation facilities, availibility of accurate production data, human resources, land, and also the lack of government policy including national or local government concerned to fishing porUfish landing place operationality.
Considering the need of high cost investment to develop fishing port/fish landing place in a region, hence it is necessary to compose development priority which become aim of this research through analysis of potential carrying capacity existence.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
This research was done in2O07 on to fishing porU fish landing place which extent accross the northern coast of Central Java province. The research toke priority analysis and development categorization Method to carry fish must also noted because bad way of fish carrying such carrying use pick up without ice or uncovered above so directly subjected by sun radiation, will quickened decreasing of fish quality.
Facilities of fishing porUfish landing place
Facility in model/sample of fishing porVfish landing place is one of criterions to program it advance. The facilities are considered from capacity aspect and its utilization, as well as its completeness and its locations system (layout). The facilities utilization which meant is ratio between capacity and its utilization. This will be known until whether facility has passed by the capacity, still fit to capacity or under capacity. As for facility completeness was meant to appraise whether it existences appropriate with the needs or exceed the need (necessity).
Appraisal of facility layout is done to observe whether its existence not supporting, less supporting or supporting efficient and affectivity of fishing port/ fish landing place activities.
7. Land/area availability Fishing porVfish landing place area rs the last criterion which same importance witfr facility criterion, wherein an area of fishing porUfish landing place must be estimated in an analysis of its development planning.
It is because the extent (large) and the area status will influence on its planning of facilities expansion. As it was the quality of the subjects in fishing port which got priority to develop, they need counselings which given by the Fisheries Service I or ll (Dinas Perikanan Tingkat I dan ll) which related to fish handling in boat and in fishing porUfish landing place, during distribution and utilization of existing facilities. 
